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In our current context, “identity” often stands as an
edge where one being ends and the next begins; simultaneously
separating and unifying. Yet, this inherent overlapping between self
and other continues to be threatened by ideological and
homogenizing narratives; either as a force of assimilation or
division. Among the many affected areas around the world is the
Korean Demilitarized Zone, the Russo-Ukrainian Border, and the
Carlisle Pennsylvania Indian Cemetery, in which hostile situations
pose a unique yet difficult edge condition that might be mediated
by empathetic imagination instigated by architecture. Responding
to each situation, we examine how architecture might act as an
archive for deeper understanding and exchange in an attempt to
mediate new realities. Philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty
confirms this method through his concept of “flesh”, which
examines the relationship between oneself and the Other as
“reversible,” wherein edges become folds in order to gain a deeper
interpersonal, intercultural and intersubjective understanding of the
Other ourselves.
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The Edge

Defined as an element that both conjoins and separates, protects 
and blocks. The concept of the edge limits and conceals the view 
of the Other leaving us uncertain to what lies on the other side. 



“An edge acts not only to curtail vision and undermine motion, 
but also to invite exploration of its other side. It is an occasion for 
ambivalence, for being tempted to go at least two ways: to go 
away from ... but also to go around” (Casey 155).

The World Map of Hecataeus



Nostalgia of The Infinite,
Giorgio de Chirico

“Going around an edge in geographical imagination, then, means 
opening out your mind to what lies beyond - to the other side of the 
edge, past which one must move. Staying at the edge, refusing to 
go farther, is to remain within the blinders imposed by the edge 
itself” (Casey 159).



“We do not start out in life immersed in our own self-
consciousness but rather from the experience of other people. I 
never become aware of my own existence until I have already 
made contact with others; my reflection always brings me back to 
myself, yet for all that it owes much to my contacts with other 
people” (Maurice Merleau Ponty, The World of Perception).

Endless Ribbon, Max Bill
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This project selects three specific 
instances of the edge throughout the 
world which each exhibit different 
conditions and circumstances.

The sites chosen feature issues that began 
in the past, persist in the present, and 
foreshadow the future.

“Although life began with the insertion of 
oneself into the human world through 
action and speech, nobody is the author 
of their own life story.” (T.G. analysis of 
Hannah Arendt)
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The DMZ as an Edge

01 Dulling

02 Splitting of Self

03 Stagnant Front





Native American Assimilation as an Edge

01 Dissolving

02 Dissolution of Self

03 Forgotten Front





The Russo-Ukrainian War as an Edge

01 Deepening

02 Manipulation of Self

03 Active Front





City of Kijong-dong

City of Daeseong-dong

DMZ Border Wall

City Flagpoles
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Atop the highest point of the 
land stands the voice of power to 
be heard by all as a threat, a 
warning, an honor. 

Stones thrown as 
projectiles from behind 
shelter litter the ground 
between, accumulating 
into the impassable 
dividing wall. 

Progressing into the 
future, stability and 
connectivity between falls 
away as building proceeds 
up, cracking the common 
foundation.9
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Current Cemetery Grounds

Pine Ridge Reservation Burial

Carlisle Indian Cemetery 1930

Burial Plots Marked for Removal
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Through the scouring of 
the earth and collecting 
the remnants of memory, 
the restoration of the lost 
narrative becomes 
possible. 

Bored deep into the 
ground, the well is set, 
establishing the 
connection beneath and 
carrying up, exposing 
darkness to light. 

The stone face carved 
away, leaving rubble 
scattered below, defines 
the uniform figure of 
progress. 



Kharkiv City Limits Watchtower

Kharkiv Oblast Frontlines

Destroyed Vehicles on Roads Leading to Kharkiv

Kharkiv Freedom Square
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The traditional homestead 
is divided into fortified 
fragments, segmenting the 
residents within while 
opening the void between 
them.

The agrarian lands of the 
country are subject to the 
mill that churns, turning 
lives into resources fueling 
the charge. 

The council that 
converges around the 
flame plots the next move 
along the path to 
domination or recovery. 
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The Endless House,
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Rooms by the Sea,
Edward Hopper



Route Tournante,
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Life: A User’s Manual, George Perec
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